Listed below are links to instructional resources that may support your current lesson planning in preparation for the Algebra I Student Exit Exam. The resources include tasks from Illustrative Mathematics and Inside Mathematics. The tasks are aligned to the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) for each Algebra I Cluster. These resources provide rich opportunities for students to engage in both the mathematical practice standards as well as the mathematical content standards. Providing opportunities for students to engage in both will support them in achieving the depth of conceptual understanding and procedural fluency that are expected by the CCSSM.

Note that these resources are *not* meant to mirror the structure of items on the Algebra I Student Exit Exam. Rather, they address the key understandings that are essential to any Algebra I course. Please use this document *along with* the CPS Algebra Exit Exam Blueprint to support your instruction.

Include these resources as part of your instructional planning. They will complement your instruction and support your students’ understanding of the algebraic content.

1. **Illustrative Mathematics:** [https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/](https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/)